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Sufficient condJtmns mvolwng the ~ech cohomology of point-reverses are glvc,t 'o insure that 
a monotone map between compact mettle spaceq adfIIi[ a fg%tftg, tton Wtut~n fell|J.|lns a monotone 
map with the same image as the original map 
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Introduction 
In thts paper we give condttlons m order that a monotone suoectlve map admit 
a res',rletlcn which ts stdl a monotone surjectlve map These condtUons are based 
on the cohomoiogy of point-inverses o f f  and fall ,nto two categories. Roughly, f 
either the (~eeh cohomology of each point-reverse r stricts monomorphtcally to a 
oroper closed subset (Theorem 2) or such cohomology restricts only trivially 
(Theorem t), then there Is such e restriction. 
We empley the following standard terminology By a compactum we understand 
a compact metric space A continuum is a connected compactum A continuum lS 
decomposab!e, if tt can be expressed as the union of its two proper subcontinua A
map ts a co,'.tmuous function, and we say that a map ~s monotone, tf every point- 
reverse is connected. Our use of ((?ech) cohomology is dt the purely axiomatic level 
(see Edenberg and Steenrod [2]) The pth cohomology of X with coefficients in an 
abelian group G is denoted Hv(X, G), or HP(X) when a fixed G IS understood 
A homomorphism tnduced by any mcluzlon map yc  Z is denoted t* Hv(Z) 
HV(Y) 0* ts called the restriction of Hv(Z) to HV(Y)) 
We introduce the following two defimttons. 
Definition. A monotone surjectJve mapf  X -~ Y is said to be monorm~cally reducible, 
prowded there ts a proper closed subset Z of X fo~ which the restnctton o f f  to Z 
ts a monotone surjectlve map of Z onto Y 
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l)t.hnlthm. A mm,'ero cohomology group H~'(B) of a space B is said to be geomem- 
(allv reducible, ii there is a proper closed subset A of B such that the restriction of 
He(B)  to H~'(A) is not the ze[o homomorj~hlsm. Otherwise it is said to be geomem- 
cally ~rreduclble. 
We prove the following two theorems 
Theorem I. A m~ mmme ~arlectwe map f :  X-~ Y between tompacta i~ monotomcal/ 
rednt hh', ff there 1~ an integer p with the property thatJor each point y in Y+ the moer~e 
image I Iv i~ a dccompo~able tonttnuum who~e mtegral pth cohomology Ht'( f Ty) t~ 
geometrt~alh, trradut ~h re, 
"! heorenl 2. A monotone ,urjectwe map J : X ~ ~" between (ompacta i~ monotomcally 
rcd.ctble, ff therp e~tst o fiela F and a posmve integer p such that HP(J  ~ ly, F) Is 
I~omorphtc to F and is geometrically reducible for  each point y in Y. 
These lht.orems represent a change in viewpoint fro;n the works which instigated 
them in that the conditions on point-reverses refer to cohomologlcal type rather 
than topological type as m the originals However, even for the case of topological 
types the theorems ot this paper present new resulr~ and answer the questions of 
[3] Tl~cor~m 1 for the case in which every point-reverse is homeomorphlc to the 
ctr'.te S~ wa, proved by Transue (see [6]) and for the case m which every point-reverse 
1~ homeomorphl~. J :he n-sphere S" by Hmrichsen and Minc (see [3]) The proof 
follow~ the lines ol the argument of Transue Theorem 2 for the case in which every 
point-reverse is homeomorphlc to the product of S ~ and the interval I was proved 
by Hmnchsen and Mmc (see [3]) The proof follows ~he program established m
that paper 
The assumption m Theorem 1 that the point-reverses be decomposable cannot 
be weakened We shall briefly indicate a construction of a monotonically irreducible 
map each of whose point-inverses i~ a circle-like continuum which is not chamable 
Let qJ be the map of" [0. IJ × S ~ × [0, 1] defined by 
¢k( t, z, s) = (t, z exp(6,rnt), t(1 - t)s), 
and let F be the closed curve (see Fig 1) in S x[0, 1] which Is the image of the 
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map g:[O, I I - ,S  ~ xl0,  II defined by 
. ,¢ ") 
"t" ~ (exp(6-rrit), t) for 0~ t ~ ~, 
gt /= l . (exp( -6rnt ) ,2 -2 t )  fo r~t<~l  
Define the continuum M m [0, l ]xS Jx [0 ,  1] to be q0([0, l ]x l ' )  and let M, = 
q)({t} x F). Let q 'M- ) [O ,  l ] x  S~,p [0, I ]× SI-) [0, i] and r.[0, I I xS I - *S  1 be the 
projections One can show that 
( i )  f fZ I sacontmuumm M meeting Moand M~,then rq(2) b ~,imd 
(2) there is a homeomoq)tnsm h of M\ (Mo~ M~) onto (0 | )x  S ~ which map~ 
q ~(p )(t)) onto p ~(t) for all t m (0, I) 
Starting with [0, I ]×S ~ repla,.e a subcylinder w~th a copy of M and repeat he 
process inductively m such a way that the copies of M\ f  Mou M0 project to a base 
for the topology of (0, 1). This can be done so that (I)  unphes that the p~oje,.tion 
of the resulting reverse hmit onto [0, 1] ~s not monotomcally reducible. 
Theorems I and 2 lead to easily stated corollaries 
Corollary I. For any posttwe mtegor n or,, monotone map betwee), compacta for 
which every point-reverse is a closed n manbold i~ monotomcally redt.c:b;e 
Corollary 2. For any po~mve mt~ ger n, any monotone map between compacta for 
which every point-reverse ts the product of  a closed n-mamfold w~th a compact m- 
mamfold with boundary ,s mor otomcally reducible 
We shall always consider X to be a subset of the Hdbert cube Q (eqtnpped with 
some standard, convex r, letrlc) If A is a subset of Q and t~ is a positive number, 
then B(A. FI Is the closed t-neighborhood of A m Q and cl 4 1,, the closure of A 
m Q Several times we use :he :act that if A us a closed subset of Q and if U ~s a 
compact neighborhood of A m Q su,.h that i* HP(U, -~HV(A)  is the zero 
homomorph~sm, tqen there ~s a compact neighborhood V of A m U such that 
i*. HP(U)--> H v~ V) is zero 
If ! X - ,  Y ), a map of a compactum X into a compactum Y, then G t denotes 
the upper ser.n-contmt~ous decomposition ol X whose members are the point- 
reverses o f f  A set f-~), is said to be an elewent of &scontmutty of Gt if there is 
a positive r, umb~.r e so that ever) open neighborhood of J -Iv contains a set j )z 
suck that f ~y is not contained m B(f-~z, e) in this case]  ~y is also said to be 
an elem~'nt of dlscontmmD ~e In this paper C(e) is the mtenor in l, of the set 
of all y m Y such that f -~y is not an element of discontmmty >~e of G/. One shows 
easily 'hat C(e)  is dense and C(v / )c  C(e) ~or 0 <" ~ < e See [';] fr, similar state- 
meats L,t C be the Intersectmn of the sets C(~ ) with ~ : 0 
Proef of Theorem !. Let Dbetheset  ot a l l y  m Y fo rwh lch j  ~y ,s an element 
of dtscontmmt,' of the decomposition G / A simple argument based on a theorem 
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of Dyer (see (1.4]) shows that i f f  ~s monotonically i~educible, then D is dense 
in Y. 
Assuming f is monotonically irreducible, we construct for n = I, 2 . . . .  points y~ 
in C and closed neighborhoods ~ of f -~y .  in Q Suppose that ) . - t  and ~,~_~ are 
already constructed. Choose 3" in D so that f -~v  is in,.iuded m the interior of W._~, 
and let A be a proper su' .ontmuum oFf-~y such that a sequence of members of 
G; converges to A. Choose a closed neighborhood V of A m Wn_~ so that the 
restriction of Hvt W,_~) to H~( V~ ~s zero. Finally, choose )'~ to be a member of C 
such that f -~)~ is included in V and W~, to be a closed neighborhood off-~y~ 
which is included in the intersection of V and B(f-~)~, I /n ) ,  and which has the 
property that i f f  -~) is in W~, then f-~)~ is in B(f-~y. I /n) This completes the 
inductive construction. 
There is a set f - c_  included in ever2, W~, and since f-~),, is included it. 
B(f-~z. t /n ) ,  IV. is included in B(f-~z, 2/n). By the continuity of cohomology and 
the fact that the restriction of HV(18~_~) to He(W.)  ~s zero it follows that HP( f -~z)  
is zero. This contradiction concludes the proof. 
In the proof of Theorem 2 we use three lemmas, m the first two of which we 
assume the hypotheses of that theorem w;thout further mention, tn particular all 
cohomology groups have the field F as coeffictents. 
Lemma I. For any open subset U of Y there extsts an open ~ubset Vof U and a posttive 
number e such that 
(11 t ~ : HP(B( f - ). e))-+ H~¢ f -~) ) zs an epimorphtsm for e~,er) ) e V, and 
(21 for any compact subset K of Q of dtameter less than e the homomorphlsm 
i* : H'(  f -~y )-~ HP ( K ~ f - l  y ) is the zero homomorphlsm for erem" y ~ V. 
Proof. Suppose conclusion (1) of Lemma I is false. We now construct a sequence 
Vo. V~, V, . . . .  of open sets in U such that Vo= U and forever), n = l, 2 , . . .  cl g~ c 
~_~ and t*: HP(B(f-~3; l lnD- ' ,  HP(f-~yJ ts zero for every y~ Vn. Assume thc.t 
V~.I has been constructed There is z~ V~-I such that t~-HP(B(f-~z, 1/2n))-~ 
HP(f-Jz) ~s zero and z~C~l/2n).  There is an open neighborl-ood V~ of z 
such that cl V~ V~_~. f-~(cl V~)~ B(f-~z, t /2n) ,  i~:HP(P(f-~z, 1/2n) )~ 
HP( f - l (c l  V~)) is zero andf - l z~ Bff-~l; 1/2n) for eyeD" )-~ V~ Since 
f - l yc f - l td  V,~ 
c B(f-~=, l /2n)c  B(B(f-~), I/2nL 1/2n)~ B(f-~). 1/aL 
it follows that i*. Hr(B(f-~), l /n)) - ,  HP(f-Zy~ is ~ero for every, yE V,. 
l f y  is a point of (")~=~ V~. then i~':Hr'(B(f-~); l /n ) )~ HPlf-~y) is zero for any 
positive integer n which is a contradiction. Hence conclusion (1) is true 
As for conclusion (2) assume K c~f-~y ~ 0 (otherwise the conclusion is trivial). 
Let L be the convex hull of K. Then L= B(f-x): e) and the following diagram is 
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commutative: 
HP(B(f - 'y ,  e) , HP(f-~y) 
i t 
H~(L) , HP(K r~f-~y) 
Since HP(L )=0 and l - l"(B(f-ly, e ) )~HV( f - l v )  is surjective, conclusion (2) 
follows. D 
Lemma 2. For any o, en subset U of Y there ts a nonempt) open set V c f - '  U such 
that i ~ : HV(f-m_~ ) ~ HV( f -~y\  V) is not the zero homomorphism for ever3.' y ~ U 
Proof. Suppose the lemma is false. Choose a base W~. W2, .. of open sets for f-~ U 
We shall construct nonempty open sets Z. (n = 1, 2 . . . .  ) in U such that cl Z. c Z._~ 
and for every, y E 2". either Wn c',f -1) = 0 or i "~" Hv( f - ly )  ~ HV( f - ly \  W. ) is zero 
Suppose that Z._, is constructed. Let Z be an open subset of Z._~ such that for 
every point y of Z.f -~y has discontmmty ess than ~e, where e is taken to sausfy 
the conclusion of Lemma 1. If W. c~ Z = 0, then take for Z. any open subset of Z 
whose closu.e is contained in Z._~. 
If IV. c~ Z ~ ~,, then because we assumed that the lemma is false, there is a point 
zEZ such that i × He( f - l z ) -~HV( f - l z \W~)  is zero. Then there is a compact 
neighborhood N o f f - l :  m B(f-~z, ~e) such that i*" HV(B(f-~-_, ~e))~ He( N \  W,, ) 
is zero Choose Z~ to be a nonempty open subset of Z such that cl 2". c Z._~ and 
f -~Z~c N Then for any 3 EZ~, B(.f-~z,~e)c B(f-~3, e) Hence we have the com- 
mutative dmgram 
HP(B(f-,~; e)) ~ HP(B( f-zz. ~e)) 
HV(N\W~) 
1 
HV(f - '3)  , HV( f - 'y \  W~) 
Since HP(B(f-~); e) )~ HV(f-~y) Is onto. HV(f -~y)~ HP(f-~)\  W,,) Is zero 
Therefore the construction can be continued. Hence there is a point 3 Ef-)~=~ Z. 
Since HV(f-~y) is geometrically reducible, there is an open set W such that 
t~: HP(f  -1 v) ~ HV(f -~y\ W) is not the zero homomorphism. Choosing W. c W 
f-~ U to haxe nonempty intersection with f-~y leads to a contradtction because the 
composit,on HV(f-~y) ~ HP(f-~y\ W,) ~ HV(f-~ y\  W) ts zero Thts contradlctlon 
concludes the proof [] 
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The fcllo;* ing lemmz ~_pp~ies tocohomology with an arb,traD ~group as coefficients. 
laemma 3. Let K be a compacmm utth Hq( K ) # 0, and let U be an open subset of  K 
such that i~ : H°( K } ~ H ~ (cI U j has nontrit:aI kernel Then for at most one component 
C of  K ,  U the homomorphism t~:HO( K )"+ Hq(C ) ts a monomorphtsm 
Proof. Suppose there are (at ieast~ two components C, and C. of K\U for which 
the induced homomorph,sms t×: H~(K)~ Ho(C~t {j = 1, 2) are monomorphisms. 
Since components of a compact space coincide with quas,components, there are 
disjoint closed sets B, and B~ such that K\U= B~vo B2, CIm B~, and C2~ B.. Let 
Ao=cl U, A~ =A,,_, B~. and A_~= Aow B.. The Mayer-Vmtoris equence has the 
follo'~ ing portion 
Let ij:A~ ~ K ( j  = 0. 1.2) and/~j Ao ~ A, (j  = 1, 2) be inclusion maps. Then 6(_E)= 
( i'~¢ ), l~ t ~ , ) for ~ =~ H"! K)  and 6{~,. ~-~ = l"~( ~,) -1~efE_zl for ~ ~ Hq( A,) (j = 1, 2). 
Now consider ~ Ker iF,. The element (i'~(~_), 0) e Ker & because g,(i~'(~),01 = 
tg((1 = 0. Hence there is an r/~ Hol K ) such that ig(~) = i]'(~) and ,~(7/) = 0. Since 
t7 is a monomorphism, ~ = 7/and since :~ is a monomorphism. 7/= 0. Hence ~ = 0 
and Ker ~" is trivial This contradiction concludes the proof ~,, 
Note. If, additionally, t~: H~(K!  ~ Hq(cl UJ Is 0 and there is a component C of 
K \ U such that the homomorphism t ~ H~(K ) --, H~( C ) is a monomorphism, then 
He(K)-+ Hq(Ci ') iS 0 for an~ other component C~ of K \U .  This follows in a similar 
way by setting C = C_~ in the argument above. 
Proof of Theorem 2. By Lemmas t and 2 there exist a positlve number e. an open 
subset U of Y, and a nonempty open subset V o f f  -I U such that the diameter of 
V is less than t and for ever), ) e U the following conditions are satisfied 
(1) t ' :  H' (B( f "  13; e))-+ H~f - Jy t  Is an epimorphism. 
(2) z ~" HP( f  -1) }--, HP( f - ty \  V) is no: the zero homomorphmm, 
(3) :~ : HP(f -~y) ~ HP( V~f - t j  ) is the zero homomorphism, and 
(4) the discontinuity at f-I.1 is less than ½e. 
By Lemma 3 and condition (2} it then follows that for e,ery ) c U there Is exactly 
one component C, o f f -~y\  V such that t*: H~(f  - ~) j --, HP(C, j is a monomorph~sm 
Let Z be the unmn of all the sets C~ for y ~ U and also all the sets f - l )  for ) ~ Y\ U. 
in order to shox~ that f is monotonically reducible it sufficzs to prove that Z is a 
closed subset of X. 
~"ppose that Z ts not closed. Then there is a point x ~_ (cl Z) \Z  Denote b~ y the 
pointf(x)  and let C be the component o fx  i n f -~y\  V. There is a closed neighborhood 
E of C contained in B(f -~) ,  ~e) such that i~: HP(B( f -~) .  ~e)) ~ HP(E) is the zero 
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homomorphism. There is a point z~ U such that C :c  E and f - l ye  B(f-J:,~e) 
Since B(f-I), ~e)c B(f-'z, ~) we have the following commutztwe &agram 
HV(B( f - i z ,  e ) )  , • HP(B( f  - 'y ,  ~e)) 
Hp( f - l z ) __  -~ , HP(C : )  , HP(E I  
in wh ich  al l  homomo'~ph isms are induced  by inc lus ions .  Smce t~ ts onto  and  t* is 
not  the  zero  homomorph ism,  a cont rad ic t ion  results  f rom the fact that  t~ is the zero 
homomomhism.  There fore  Z is a c losed  subset  o f  X, and  the theorem Is proved.  []  
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